




The culture of colors of China ( I )
About the semantic and historical change of emperor’s color: yellow and purple
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Abstract
In this research, the following content was cleared.
Dark yellow was a forbidden color of the emperors from the early Tang Dynasty to the late Yuan
Dynasty. Since 1391, this prohibition was expanded from dark yellow to ordinary yellow. In the Qing
Dynasty, it was expanded further to include bright yellow. Yellow became the forbidden color because
people wanted to show their respect to the yellow earth which that raised them. In traditional Chinese
culture, yellow is also the basic element in Yin-yang and five elements. The emperors tried to use those
cultural meanings to improve their authority and maintain their political power.
Even though purple was abhorred by Confucius, it still was the color of the clothes of the emperors
and the top-ranked government officials. As a result, purple remains a noble color. The respect for
purple arose from Taiyi, the most honorable god in heaven, who resides in a place called the Purple
Palace.
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